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HabEx Status
• Completed several design trades before the 4m architecture trade
–
–
–
–
–

Polarization driven contrast vs. telescope F#
Coronagraph sensitivity to telescope induced wave front error
Starshade sizing vs bandwidth and inner working angle
Instrument sizing, cost and technical risk studies were conducted
Technologies were assessed to allow the STDT to evaluate technical risk
within different architectures

• 4m Architecture trade is settled
– Evaluated 4 architectures: starshade only, coronagraph only, starshade
and coronagraph and two starshades
– Baseline design is an unobscured telescope with a coronagraph and
starshade
– Primary general astrophysics instrument is a UV spectrograph with a
wide field “workhorse” camera as a possible second contributed
instrument
– Received input from JPL’s National Security Program Office on a 4m
segmented telescope design for starshade use only. We will use it as the
notional on-axis design in our alternative starshade-only architectures.
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HabEx Status
• JPL and NGAS Starshade designs have been completed
• The telescope and instrument optical layouts have been completed
• Telescope and starshade designs have been completed
• Team X designs of the starshade and telescope buses are complete
• Currently pursuing a telescope bus design without reaction wheels
– Micro-thruster technology is flight proven
– Simplifies the design and reduces risk

• Submitted HabEx technology gap list to O2 delivery
• RFI responses are in. We will be contacting UTAS and two microthruster developers for added expertise to the study.
• Ongoing work to complete UVS Team X design, microthruster/telescope stability modeling, and starshade thermal
performance simulations
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SLS
• SLS is baselined in the HabEx 4m design
– Co-launching starshade and telescope

• SLS is moving forward in development
– No reduction in funding for core rocket
– Launch site in development

• 12 planned missions from 2019-2033

• First launch was scheduled for FY18 but
delayed until FY19
– Lightfoot to make an announcement on
specifics about the delay this month
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HabEx Work Ahead
• FY17
– CATE critique of the 4m architecture
– Get telescope and micro-thruster industrial participants on the Design Team

• FY18
–
–
–
–

Deliver Interim Report
Discuss Interim Design at AAS
Deliver Interim CATE inputs
Settle the 6.5m architecture and design
• Option identification and cost, risk and performance assessments will begin in FY18 with
selection around January. Design work will run to July
• MSFC will oversee the telescope design. Will likely get help from GSFC and JPL NSPO .
• Starshade may not require much more design work but we may choose a different design

– Team X study on the 6.5m bus design
• Another Team X study will be run to design a bus for the 6.5m telescope
– O3 delivery on the 6.5m option and any update on the 4m option

• FY19
– Deliver the final report
– Deliver the final CATE inputs
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